Guide to managing woodland
rides and glades for wildlife

1.

What is a ride?

For the purpose of this document a ride is a linear open space within a
wood derived from the need for access. Rides may have a hard
surfaced track making up part of the width or more commonly are
unsurfaced. The ride is usually made up of several zones. Most
commonly rides consist of a central grass zone with a mixed
herbaceous and shrub zone on one or both sides. The diagram below
shows a 3-zone ride where the shrub and herbaceous zones are
separated.
A path or track becomes a ride at the point when it is wide enough for
there to be a gap in the canopy above the ride which allows sunlight to
reach the ground.
Diagram of the zoning of a ride

Zone 2:
Herbaceous layer

Zone 1:
Grass or hard surface
Zone 3: shrub layer with occasional trees
Total width of the ride
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2. The benefit of managed rides and open spaces:
Sensitive management of open habitats introduces greater habitat
diversity. This encourages a larger range of species, adding diversity
and additional interest for all types of recreation and sporting activities.
Many species make regular use of the edge habitats for feeding due to
higher herb layer productivity and larger invertebrate populations. A
greater number of species inhabit the first 10 metres of any woodland
edge or ride edge than inhabit the remainder of the woodland.
Wider rides are generally drier and therefore maintain a better surface
for all year round access.

3.
Designing open spaces to get the greatest
wildlife benefit:
The key is to introduce as much sunlight into the open space as
possible. Studies have shown that rides running on an east-west line
are in sunlight longer than north-south rides. They warm up earlier in
the year and cool down later. Warmth and sunlight promotes the
greatest wildlife benefit.
Ride ends should be
narrowed to avoid
creating wind tunnels
into the wood.

Glades can be
created where
rides cross – (box
junctions)

East-West rides have
more chance of
developing greater
wildlife benefit.

wind

North-south rides have
less conservation value,
however they can be
significantly improved
by occasional widening
‘scalloping’.

Be aware of the prevailing wind when opening rides to avoid making windy
cold rides with a risk of encouraging wind
3 damage to the wood.

Hours of sunlight:
Diagram (a) shows the hours of sunlight in a scallop created on an east-west ride
from data taken in June. The adjacent trees are 15 metre tall and the scallops 24
x 50 metre.
Clearly when compared with the next diagram showing the same sized scallop on
a north-south ride, the east-west ride receives up to twice the length of sunlight to
that on the north-south ride. It is therefore better to concentrate efforts on the
east-west rides in a woodland.
However, this benefit will soon be lost if the scallops are less than a tree height
in width. Make sure you allow enough clearance for immature trees and shrubs
to grow without shading over the scallop. When cutting out scallops those on the
north side of the ride will receive the greatest sunlight hours to those on the south
side.

Now compare diagram (a) with diagram (b), which shows a same sized scallop
on a north-south ride.
Although a scallop on a north-south ride receives only half the amount of sunlight
compared with that of an east-west ride there are still benefits for wildlife. The
extra sunlight will increase the herbaceous element on the ride and offer
additional warmth and protection from wind at the same time.
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Diagram (b) shows the hours of sunlight in a scallop created on an north-south
ride from data taken in June. The adjacent trees are 15 metre tall and the
scallops 24 x 50 metre. The amount of sunlight within the scallop will not change
whether the scallop is on the east or west side of the ride.
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Ride design:
When choosing which rides are to be managed for wildlife benefit don’t
automatically pick on the largest existing ride(s) in a wood. You should
survey all your rides first to establish which have the greatest potential.
With all ride creation or widening care must be taken to ensure that
archeological features such as wood banks are not damaged.
The greatest benefit is gained when the depth of a ride is equal to or
greater than the height of the adjacent canopy. Rides of less than this
width quickly lose any benefit gained in the early years.
When creating rides in young woodland it is better to work to the
expected height of the mature wood. This will ensure that the wildlife
benefit extends into the future and does not diminish as the trees
mature.

Width of ride
from canopy to canopy of
adjacent trees

The diagram shows a ride where width (W) = height (H) x 1 ½

Diagram showing ride width

Avoid creating a wide ride with straight edges. The wildlife benefit will
be far less than a ride with a wavy edging. The wavy edge maximises
woodland edge, which in turn increases the habitat diversity.
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You do not need to widen the whole length of a ride. Instead widen by
creating a series of scallops alternating between the rides edges. By
avoiding a long straight corridor the effect of wind funnelling is reduced
and warmer sheltered pockets will be created within the open area.

Felling alongside the ride in a scallop
shape provides a site out of the wind
where mammals, birds and insects can
both feed and display.

Within the scallop native shrubs, bramble,
wild rose etc. flourish providing small
mammals and insects food plus valuable
shelter from predators.

Before widening rides be aware of sensitive plant communities
particularly in ancient woodlands. Many woodland species take
hundreds of years to colonise a wood and can’t compete with other
more competitive vegetation such as grass. Avoid destroying the more
sensitive species by positioning new scallops and rides away from
them. Wood anemone and spurge laurel are two such species to be
aware of when siting your rides and open areas.
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In areas where dormice or red squirrel are present pinch points (where
the canopies of trees on either side of a ride touch or come within 1.5
metres of each other) should be included at no more than 100-metre
intervals. This is because they are arboreal mammals that generally do
not like to travel along the ground and so require aerial runways to
cross open spaces. A wide ride can cause population fragmentation
and subsequent decline if links across them are not provided.
The diagram below shows how retaining occasional trees and shrubs
within the herb zone and scallop provides variety and creates pinch
points along a ride.

Scallop

Ride

Mature & =
semi-mature
trees

Pinch point

Shrubs and minor
trees

Herb rich
zone

To avoid creating a wind tunnel in a wood the rides should not be
widened right up to the edge of a wood. Stop any ride widening about
20 metres from a woodland edge.
In areas of potential windblow great care must be exercised when
selecting the rides for widening to avoid opening the wood to serious
wind damage. Always fell the trees at the start of a growing season to
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allow as much time for the new edge trees to become wind-firm before
the autumn and winter gales start.
Establish from which direction the stronger winter winds normally blow
before cutting any trees.
The wrong choice :
Removing the wind-firm trees takes away the wind-firm edge and
allows wind to push over the unstable crop trees behind. Catastrophic
blow could then occur.

Winter winds

The right choice:
Retaining the wind-firm edge trees ensures that wind damage is
limited. The weaker crop trees are still shielded from the winter winds
and the wind is encouraged to flow over the tree tops as it did before
the ride was widened.

Winter winds
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Sloping ground:
Where the woodland is on sloping ground, the trees on the shaded
side of the ride should be felled to provide all-year round sunlight to the
central part of to the ride.
Before widening

1 = shade all year

2 = shade in winter

3 = light all year

After widening – zone 3 is increased giving
greater all year round benefit.

The opposite is the case when creating sunny glades or scalloped
edges. By cutting away the trees on the sunny side of a ride more of
the sunlight will reach the glade or scallop rather than the ride.
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As part of good ride management, thinning of the woodland on either
side of a ride would help to give further benefit.
In some circumstances to maximise the benefits it may also be
necessary to group fell some of the ride-side trees to create an
indented edge.
Junctions and glades:
Junctions where rides join can often easily be extended to make
glades known as ‘box junctions’. It is often better, particularly in small
woods, to improve junctions between rides rather than widen the entire
ride, to avoid unacceptable loss of tree cover.
Diagram showing a box junction:

Indented margin
to create sheltered
and variable edge
zone to clearing

Retain a few trees
within the glade
for added visual
impact and habitat
diversity

Cut vegetation
within the glade
on a 2 to 15 year
rotation, to
maintain the
desired habitat.

Maintain a shrubby
margin to the glade
for increased habitat
diversity

In small woods where it is not appropriate to create wide rides or box
junctions there is no point in scaling down the prescriptions. Instead
greater benefits can be gained by managing the woodland’s edge to
create a graded transition from the open ground to high forest.
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Woodland edges:
In order to maximise wildlife benefit in woodland the edge of a wood
should be managed to create a graded profile with mixed habitats, in
the same way as any rides within the wood itself.
Grading the edge also has the added benefit of reducing the chance of
wind-throw within the wood. Inclusion of shrubs at the woodland’s
edge helps to filter the wind slowing it down as it passes into the wood.
By slowing its progress less damage occurs but also the wind is
warmed therefore making it more acceptable for the wildlife.
This approach also has benefits for farming by reducing shading and
leaf fall of the cropped land.
Diagram showing a desirable woodland edge profile:

Slanted profile to the
woodland’s edge

Wood – High
Forest

Shrubs

Herbs

Grasses

Field
hedge

Field
margin

Field crop

Grasses : an annually cut grass sward.
Herbs : a herbaceous sward cut on 2 to 3 year rotation to promote flowering
plants.
Shrubs : a shrub zone cut on a 5 to 8 year cut to develop shrubby growth.
Field margin : this should be at least 2 metre.
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4. Managing the open spaces.
Once the areas for management have been identified, it is necessary
to set out how they are to be managed. The first five years should be
planned in detail with a more general plan for the longer term.
The open space should normally be split into three zones.
• An area that is mown annually. This should be centred over that
part of the open space that will receive the greatest amount of
sunlight. (See diagram).
• A herb / shrub zone cut once every three to five years.
• A transition zone between the herb / shrub zone to the high forest
cut on an 8 to 20 year coppice rotation.
Diagram showing zones of habitat:
Zone 2: Herbaceous zone. Cut on a
three to five-year cycle, alternating
between sides. This zone may also
include shrubs or occasional trees.
Shrubs cut on 5-year rotation

Zone 1: Grassy area cut
annually. Occasional trees
retained in this zone for variety

Zone 3: Shrub zone. Cut on an 8 to 20
year rotation. This is the transition zone
between the trees and the open area

The diagram above shows a typical ride with a scallop. A similar
approach should be used within glades.
In the case of the larger rides it is beneficial to create a patchwork of
cut areas within zone 2 rather than cutting the whole of one side in a
single year. Break zone 2 into smaller sections and cut every other
section on both sides of the ride.
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Mixed Zone Management:
Some rides lend themselves better to mixed zone management.
Where the shrub zone and the herbaceous zone are less defined ride
management can be tailored to create greater structural diversity.

Zones 2 and 3 mixed
together

Management of
mixed zones
To give more
structural diversity
to the ride each
vegetation type
(herb or coppice
etc.) should be
zoned down the
length of the ride .
Each zone can
then be given
different cutting
years . This
results in greater
wildlife benefit.
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Ride management should be formalised using a cutting plan produced
on a map. This is handed to a tractor driver and should clearly show
the areas that are to be cut each year of the five-year programme.
Example of a map for the ride and glade cutting programme.
Cut every year 03 to 08
Cut 03/04 05/06
Cut 04/05 06/07
Cut 03/04 07/08

In areas that are to be managed on rotation some cutting should take
place each year. For example: 10% of the area within a 10-year
rotation should be cut each year instead of one operation every 10
years. This ensures that there is the maximum diversity of habitat over
the site and that at no time is any one habitat state missing from the
wood.
Removal of the cut material from the ride.
It is not essential to remove cut material, but if you can manage some
of the rides in this way even more diversity can be introduced into the
woodland.
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Removing cut material reduces the fertility of the soil on the ride if done
over a period of years. Reducing the fertility inhibits the spread of the
common more vigorous species, so allowing the rarer species which
can grow in less fertile conditions space to grow and flourish .

5. Browsing – deer and rabbit.
Deer:
Managing rides effectively will in most areas of the south-east require
some form of deer control. Fencing will not generally be appropriate for
a linear feature because of the prohibitive cost and restrictions caused
to access and management. Temporary fencing can be an effective
solution in the areas where the coppice zone is being cut. When deer
control is required over a larger area culling is often the most practical
method.
There is evidence that a very low deer population is actually beneficial
to woods so eradication or exclusion is not therefore necessarily a
desirable outcome.
Opening any ride network will provide a better environment in which to
efficiently manage the deer population. BEFORE deciding how to lay
out open ground within your wood talk to the person controlling the
deer in your wood. Early planning will reduce the costs of deer control
and ensure that the deer population can be managed.
Diagram showing a box junction and glade layout for deer control

Deer
movement

glade
glade

Sight line
from high
seat

box
junction

High seat
for deer
culling

Deer move
across the
ride to
access the
glades
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The red box shows where a high seat can be placed in a box
junction to facilitate deer control. By providing glades within
the wood the deer will move across the rides to access the
glades where they will normally graze. If the rides are wide
enough there will be sufficient time when the deer is in the
open to cull the deer.
Rabbit:
It is important to have the rabbit population under control
otherwise the flowering plants within a ride can be seriously
depleted by grazing.
Rabbits can easily convert a species rich ride to a grass ride if
the numbers become too great.
They can also damage the
shrub layer by browsing new shoots from any cut stumps.
Like deer rabbits in small numbers are beneficial in
maintaining the open areas. Where they create patches of
bare soil this will benefit other wildlife such as lizards and
snakes.

6. Invasive weeds:
Open areas are suitable ground to be colonised by plants
such as bracken, laurel, Japanese honeysuckle, ragwort, soft
thistle and rhododendron. These species will quickly invade
any newly opened area and compete with the more beneficial
flora. As most of the more beneficial woodland and grassland
species do not compete well due to their lack of vigour
invasive weed species soon take over.
Management should take into account these species and be
aimed at stopping their spread into the open areas.
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